
So the Cricket World Cup's on. Why bother? 

After all, it's an outstandingly trivial sport.  

In few other pursuits does almost the whole game turn on pitch, and toss, a crowd catch go 

down better than a fielder’s, or terms like googly, silly mid-off and dibbly-dobbler are 

greeted with sombre nods rather than giggles. 

In what other game could a pink-dyed part-timer in Kevin O’Brien, with marginally the best 

ODI average in his own family (31.45 to brother Niall’s 28.05), turn 111-5 into a successful 

chase of 328 against England at a World Cup? 

Or a six off one ball from MS Dhoni seal victory for India against Sri Lanka but one off three 

prove unachievable for one of South Africa’s greatest all-rounders of all time, and Allan 

Donald? 

Or common parts of its vernacular like beer snakes, corridors of uncertainty and cow corner 

summon such evocative images of humour, uncertainty and desperation? 

Cricket is an obscure, eccentric sport, littered with historical oddities like manic summer-long 

battles for a humble urn roughly six inches high rather than a glistening metallic trophy. 

A sport where Vinoo Mankad’s name is chiefly linked to slyly running someone out, rather 

than the first ever Indian to score a century and take five wickets in the same Test, who held a 

52-year world-record for an opening partnership (413 with Pankaj Roy in 1956) and took 8-

52 in India’s first ever Test victory over England. 

A sport where a monarch's death (King George VI) can delay matches (a 1951 Test), where 

balls are deemed unplayable after a rogue six landed in some greasy squid in South Africa 

and where fire alarms from burnt gravy stop county cricket games (Lancashire v Kent at Old 

Trafford). 

Cricket is also an imperfect, contentious and conflicted game. 

Take the considered implication of a racial aspect to the Jofra Archer saga from journalist 

Jonathan Liew, which led to a kind invitation from beloved broadcaster Jonathan Agnew to 

see him next Tuesday, so to speak. 

Or a drinking culture where British Asians struggle with the alcohol-centric social aspect of 

the sport, and Botham successor Freddie Flintoff is more well-known to the general public 

for cavorting around on a pedalo rather than his all-round playing prowess. 

The casual fan could also rail against sinister sledging such as Australia captain Michael 

Clarke telling James Anderson to prepare for a broken arm. 

Likewise the Hundred, the ECB’s latest attempt to spice up the sport comes as even 

governing bodies realise cricket can be staid and predictable. 

Mankading, Bodyline, bowling underarm in Melbourne in 1981, spot-fixing scandals and the 

attack on the Sri Lankan team bus in Lahore in 2009 are all good reasons to turn off or be 

turned off. 

So for all the posturing, polemics and piss-ups, revamp or no revamp, the World Cup leaves 

all of it at the door and it's only about this glorious, peculiar sport. 



As South African leggie Imran Tahir took the first run-up of the World Cup suddenly all the 

angst and anger evaporated, the anticipation crackled and a collective inhale reverberated 

around a noisy, cosmopolitan pocket of Kennington. 

There may well be a singular better encapsulation of everything great about the sport later in 

the tournament – a 20-ball Chris Gayle century or a Rashid Khan ten-for – but nothing quite 

distilled cricket’s emotional resonance and soul than the first moment in the first game of the 

2019 World Cup. 

And unlike the gimmicky faux-glitz and glamour of the opening party, a yorker’s length from 

Buckingham Palace, the fireworks were provided from cricketing royalty as soon as the very 

first ball was bowled. 

 


